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The verse "Destan-i , atlributed to 
archaıc form İs one 

c"".:.ml"' .... !" one of the """''''I'A01;- of a many Turkish versİons of the 
.... Je'''"'uH. it derives from the form of the found 

eanonİea! for 
from other aeeounts. The identity of the , IS 

obseure, as are the exaet date (and 
narrative poem. 2 

The "Destan" eonsİsts of 1528 rhyming eouplets; it is preserved in a 
single manuseript eopy (dated 1546). it includes neither dedieation nor a 
"reason for eomposition" (sebeb-i te'lif). Exeept for a few paragraphs in the 
wide ranging histories of Turkish literature, I;Iamza's po em has been 
eritieally ignored sinee it was fırst brought to light and published İn a 

An early version of this artiele was presented orally at the ı 97th meeting of the 
American Oriental Society in Los Angeles, March ı 987, under the title iLA vestigial 
formula in Şeyyad Hamza's Destan-i Yusuf: döndi eydür". My belated thanks to all 
those in attendance that afternoon who made suggestive comments, foremost among 
them being the dedicatee of this present volume. (And see the Addendum, below.) i 
would also !ike to thank the following friends and former colleagues who re ad earlier 
drafts and made suggestions and corrections: Eleazar Birnbaum, Robert Dankoff, 
William Hanaway, Ralph laeckel and Karl Zimmer. Responsibility for aıı opinions, 
and any remaining errors, is mine. 
i put the poet's name in quotation marks because it is most likely a pen name 
(malılas). See further discussion below, notes 26 and 27. 
For background discussion of Hamza, his po em and the matter of its meter see my 
paper, "On Listening to Şeyyad Hamza's "Destan-İ Yusuf', forthcoming in the 
Turkish Studies AssaCİation Journal. 
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178 BILL HICKMAN 

facsimile edition (with transcription) more than 60 years ag03
, arather 

astonishing fact given the antiquity4 frequently attributed to it. 
Theonly serious debate prompted by I:Iamza's Yüsuf poem has focused 

on its meter: Did the poet compose his verse in accordance with the rules of 
Perso-Arab prosody (aruz)? Or did he instead follow indigenous Turkish 
accentual syllabic rhythms? Although that issue remains unresolved it has 
distracted attention from a different, and perhaps more interesting question. 

Anyone who has re ad even a sh ort passage from I:Iamza's poem would 
agree that there is an oral "feel" to the narrative. At the same time his 
"Destan" presents as a written text--that is, a poem preserved on paper 
following recognizably literary conventions of form, most notably its 
mesnevi structure and (for the sake of argument) the borrowed prosody of 
Perso-Arab tradition. So it has been judged accordingly: the rather artless 
creation of a naive poet struggling to handIe alien standards of versifıcation. 
i suggest that this work has been looked at through the wrong lens, and thus 
has been consistently misjudged. EIsewheres i have advocated for the 
poem's "rehabilitation" based on a reevaluation of its place in the history of 
Turkish literature. it remains to explain the source of that oral "feel" of the 
text--and to substantiate the elaim. 

Careful reading of I:Iamza's "Yüsur' reveals, i believe, overlooked 
evidence of the oral background to the poem, evidence which provides 
insight into the complicated relationship between "oral" and "literary" in 
early Anatolian Turkish literature. 

In the fırst part of this artiele I will focus on the evidence just referred to, 
specifıcally the verb pair döndi eydür which appears repeatedly in I:Iamza's 
"Destan "--and occasionally elsewhere in Old/Pre-Ottoman Turkish 
literature. I will offer a reading of this phrase (more particularly of the fırst 
element, döndi) which has previously gone unremarked, and wiU suggest an 

Dehri Dilçin (ed.), Yusuf ve Zeliha (Istanbul, 1946: Türk Dil Kurumu). Although 
Dilçin counted 1529 distinct line s (bey ts or distichs), in my opinion the last couplet 
(which includes the mnemonic formula identifying the poem's meter) is of highly 
questionable authenticity. For further discussion see my paper cited in the preceding 
note. 
Fuad Köprülü, who fırst brought Bamza to the attention of modern readers and 
scholars, proposed a 13th century time frame for the life of the poet. For a dissenting 
view see T. Gandjei, "Notes on the Attribution and Date of the Carhname" in Studi 
preottomani e ottomani (Naples, 1976), pp. 101-4, where a 14th century date is 
advanced. 
See my article, "On Listening ... " cited in note 2, above. 
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RETHINKING AN OLD ATTOMAN POEM 179 

explanation for that. The proposed interpretation aeeords well, i will argue in 
the second part, with the partieular (even unique?) plaee oeeupied by 
Bamza's text in the history of Turkish literature. 

* * * * * 
When the two verbs (döndi eydür) oecur together in Old /Pre- Ottoman 

verse they typically oeeupy the initial syllables of the poetic line6 and 
introduce direct speech. A literal translation of the verb pair would be "S/he 
(re)tumed, says," followed by the quoted speeeh. All the oecurrenees of this 
phrase İn Bamza's poem laek an explieitly stated subject. 7 

Before tuming to the questions raİsed--and an insight prompted--by this 
verb phrase let us look briefly at typical narrative exchange s in I:-Iamza's 
poem. 

A substantial portion of Bamza's text (perhaps 65% of its lines) eonsists 
of direct speech, almost always in the form of dialogue between pairs of the 
story's many "actors": principal among them Yüsuf (Joseph), Ya'l5:üb 
(Jaeob), Züleyha ("Potiphar's wife"), Bunyamln (Benjamin) and Joseph's 
other brothers. 

Such passages of direct, "quoted" speeeh in I:-Iamza's "Destan" are most 
of ten İntrodueed by a form of the verb eyitmek ("to say"), sometimes by the 
simple past tense, ey[ijtdi ("s/he said") or ey[ijtdiler ("they said"), but most 
of ten, by far, by the third person singular aorist (or, habitual present) tense, 
eydür ("s/he sayslı).8 The following bit of dialogue may be eonsidered 
typical of Bamza's approaeh: 

The four syllables of the two words yield a correct scansion [ _. __ ] of the first foot 
of the verse line if it is read according to the Perso-Arab remel pattern, one of the 
meters most favored by Anatolian Turkish poets. In one of the occurrences in 
Hamza's DesNin the verb pair is found, not at the beginning of the line, but at the 
beginning of the second mısra (hemistich). 
There are 22 occurrences of the verb pair in the Destan. i incILIde in this total a single 
variant (döndi eytdi) which i consider semantically insignificant. i have been able to 
identify four other narrative poems where identical (or nearly similar) usage occurs. 
See the texts cited in notes 16, 18 and 19, below. 
Different forms of the verb eyitmek occur more than 400 times in Hamza's text. 
Excepting the demonstrative pronoun ol, the indefinite artiele bir, and the name 
Yusuf, the third person singular aorist form eydür is the most frequently recurring 
word in the entire poem. My tabulation of verbal occurrences is based on a 
concordance of the text generated [more than 20 years ago] by software ("KWIC" = 

Key Word in Context) running on a UNIX machine. For his assistance and expertise 
i am indebted to Tom Walsh, then a graduate student in the Department of 
Comparative Literature at the University ofCalifornia, Berlceley. 
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180 BILL HICKMAN 

(i) 
'Arab eydür: "Yerüm Ken'öndur benüm. / Bözirganam garıbem ben de 

cönum. " 
Yüsuf eydür: "Ne getürdün bu şehre? / Eyt bana, "der, "Tanrı işün 

başara. /i 

'Arab eydür: "Bir yük aldum [ben} şatun. / Aşşz qıldı bir Mzşrı qzzzl 
altun. " 

[lines 668-70t 
One translates confident1y: 
The Arab says: 'My home is Canaan. i am a merchant, and a solitary soul' 

/Joseph says: 'What [merchandise] have you brought to this land? Teıı me!' 
he says.' May God bring you success İn your work.' / The Arab says: 'I have 
bought a load [of goods]. I made a profit of one Egyptian gold piece.' 

The poet's "switch" from one speaker to the other (first the Arab, then 
Joseph, and back again) is unremarkable, made clear and unambiguous 
through the explicit identifıcation, at the beginning of successive lines, of 
each speaker, in tum ("The Arab says", "Joseph saysıl). 10 

Now consider the following passage, where the Egyptian Qutayfar opens 
his bargaining with the travelIing merchant. who has recent1y purchased 
Joseph from the boy's conniving brothers. 

(ii) QU,fayfar söyler bözirgön hocaya: / "Bahasm kes qulunı ayt niceye." 
Döndi eydür: "Tartalum terözüdan. / Agırınca qıymeti her 

nesneden. " 
Hem QUfayfar raZi olur sözine. / Beş bin altun qoydzlar terözüya 

[lines 380-82] 1 1 

One might transIate as follows: 
Qutayfar says to the merchant: "Fix your price; say what [you will seıı] 

him for". / He turned and says: "Let's put him on the scale; his value should 
be determined by his weight." / Qutayfar agrees with that proposal. They put 
5,000 gold pieces on (the other side of) the scale. 

LO 

ıı 

The passage is found on facsimile page 45 of Dilçin's edition (hereafter liDDil), lines 
10-12. Line numbers accompanying text quotations here refer to my projected 
translation and edition. (See below, n. 32.) i use square brackets (as here, [ben)) to 
indicate emendations of my own. My transcription differs somewhat from Dilçin's. i 
have also added punctuation for c1arity of reading and emphasis. 
The use of the habitual present (aorist) tense enhances the immediacy of the 
dialogue. In narrative contexts such as that quoted here the poet uses the simple past 
tense as well, but favors the aorist which appears nearly five times more often. 
DD 26, lines 6-8. 
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RETHINKING AN OLD ATTOMAN POEM 181 

But something is wrong. The character who says, "Let's put him 
on the scale ... " cannot be Qutayfar since, in the next line, is said to agree 
with that proposal. The speaker İn the line İntroduced by döndi eydür, then, 
must be the other character in the dialogue: the merchant. 

Or consider another passage: The merchant, wİth Joseph in his 
possession, has just arrived in Jerusalem (Quds). The ruler of the city 
("meliklı) has just announced his İntention of taking Joseph to vİew the idols 
which he worships. 

(iii) Yüsuf eydür: "Ya melik işit beni. / Nedür ol put kim !aparsm sen 
am?" 

Döndi eydür: "İmdi bir tur varalum. / İkimüz ol put qatma gireıüm. 
Görelüm ne eydür bize put söylesün. / lfalimüzden bir i)ikayet 

eylesün.1/ 

Yüsuf eydür: "Ger varuruz putlara / göresin kim ben ne eyderen1 
[line s 280-83] 12 

A literal translation would be: 
Joseph says: "Oh, king, listen to me. What sort of thing İs it that you 

worship?" / He turned, says: "Now, just get up, let's go, the two of us. Let's 
enter into the presence of that idoL. Let's see what it says to us. Let the ido! 
speak. Let it relate a story about our situation." / Joseph says: "If we go to 
the idols you will see what I say to them." 

But, again, context makes plain that there has been a change of speaker 
where the dialogue continues: "Now, just get up ... " The speaker ofthese two 
verse line s of the text cannot be the previous speaker (Joseph), but must now 
be the ruler. 

In both this passage and the previous one (and İn severa! others like them) 
the identity of a speaker engaged in dialogue becomes brief1y uncertaİn 
before context exerts İts inf1uence. A clue to the resolution of the problem 
appears to lie in the word döndi. I propose that, in such contexts, this verbls 
function is to warn of an immediately following "speaker switch" and so to 
clarify the identity of the speaker of the words which follow. So in the 
passages above it is neither Qutayfer (in the first) nor the king (in the 
second) who "turned", but rather the "f1ow of dialogue"; i.e., the speaker 
"changed". 

Are there other instances in the "Destan" where döndi perforrns the same 
funetion? Consider the following examples (where I:Iamza uses the verb 

DD 19, lines 11-14. 
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söylemek ["to say"] in the third person pa st tense in place of eydür). At line 
671, continuing the dialogue begun in the fırst quoted passage above (i), the 
narrator says: 

(iv) Döndi Yüsuf söyledi ol 'araba: / "Bir ağaç gördün mi anda gey 
qaba?,,13 

One might be inclined to transIate here: Joseph turned; he said to that 
Arab, "Did you see a tree there [i.e., in Canaan], ven' big? " 

One may wonder why the narrator, at this moment of the dialogue, has 
Joseph "turn"? Is he implying that Joseph turns away from the Arab, which 
wouId seem strange under the circumstance of their being engaged in 
Gontinuing dialogue? And since that conversation is ongoing it is equally 
diffıcult to understand why Joseph only now turn s toward the Arab. 

Other passages İn Bamza's text invoIve the reader İn a similar line of 
questioning. For example, at line 25, immediately after Joseph has described 
to his father his dream of the sun, moon and ten stars, the narrator says: 

(v) Döndi Ya'qüb söyledi eytdi: "Canum, / saqla düşün. Sözümi işit 
benüm. ,,14 

(Jacob turned; he spoke; he said, "Keep your dream to yourself, heed my 
word.") 

Or, at line 503, immediately after Zeııha has fınished speaking to Joseph, 
describing her earlier dream visions ofhim, the narrator says: 

(vi) Döndi Yüsuf söyledi eytdi: "Delü, / daf!:.l toquz[dur] yaşum ya on 
i-. i "IS fD u. 

(Joseph turned; he spoke; he said, "Crazy (wornan), i am barely nine or 
ten years old! ") 

In none of the above passages (iv, v, vi), nor İn others like them, is there 
any reason (or need) for the speaker to "turn" toward, or away from, the 
object of address. I suggest again that the line-initial döndi (always in such 
instances used without an object) merely signals a speaker switeh, however 
redundant. 

Here is an example from adifferent text altogether, a 14th century 
Turkish version of the romance of Varqa and Gülşah: 

(vii) OL ğulam eydür ki: "fşit, iy yigit. / Ne kişiye 'aşıq olmışsm? Eyit!" 
Varqa eydür: "Sen senün işüni qıl. /Bu benüm işqum u ma'şüqum 

qoğzl. " 

13 

14 

15 

DD 45, line 13. 
DD 2, line 1 ı. 
DD 34, line 9. 
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RETHINKING AN OLD OTTOMAN POEM 183 

Döndi eydür qul girü ol dem ana: / "Sen kime 'aşzqszn? Eydivir 
bana. ,,16 

In the translation of the text's editor we have: 
That slave said, "Listen, oh youth! What person are you İn love w ith ? 

Speak!" Varqa said, "You do your job, leave my love and my beloved 
alone!" Then the slave turned and asked him: "With whom are you in love? 
Tell me quickly." [Emphasis added.] 

I respectfully suggest, however, that there İs no reason for the slave to 
turn before he speaks. Here, as İn examples iv, v and vi above, döndi merely 
calls our attentian to an impending change of speaker. In all these instances 
the role of döndi may be viewed as unnecessary since, in each case, the 
actual speaker of the ensuing words is promptly identifıed. 17 

In another telling of the Yusuf story, that of the Iate 14th century blind 
author Erzurumlu I)arlr, the locutİon döndi eydür occurs six times. Although 
a speaker switch is sometimes indicated, it is diffıcult to generalize about the 
function of the pair in this text. 18 A review of other early texts, published 
and unpublished, yields inconclusive results. The most that can be said is 
that the expression is rarely found, more of ten in Bamza's poem than in any 
other. 19 

16 

17 

18 

19 

See Yüsuf-i MeddilI)., Varqa ve Gülşiih, edited by Grace Martin Smith (Leiden, 1976: 
Brill). The quoted passage corresponds to lines 690-92 in her edition (with 
punctuation added, for the sake of clarity). In the translation which follows i quote 
the text' s editor. it may be noted that she translates eydür as "(he) asked". For a 
second, similar example from the same text see the dialogue between the king and 
Gülşah (lines 986-993, especially line 991). 
One looks in vain for corraboration elsewhere of this reading of dönmek. None of the 
examples cited in the standard historical dictionary of pre-modern Turkish, Tarama 
Sözlüğü, are suggestive. The locution· seems not to be found in other Old Ottoman 
literary texts except as noted below. (In the absence of a concordance of such texts, 
however, this impression is based on a laborious review of published editions and 
mu st remain subjective.) 
For OarIr's poem see Leyla Karahan (ed.): Erzurumlu Darzr, Kzssa-i Yüsuf(Yüsufu 
Züleyhii) Türk Dil Kurumu Yay. 597 (Ankara, 1994). The verb pair can be found at 
lines 566, 571, 747, 1040, 1320 and 2086. At two other places (lines 197 and ı 743) 
parII' intI'oduces a speaker switch with a poetic line beginning "Döndi Ya'qüb eydür". 
Other instances of the expression döndi eydür can be found in the 14th century text 
Diisitiin-i Maqtel-i ijuseyin by the obscure poet, ŞadI. The apparently unique 
manuscript of this unstudied work is at the libI'ary of the University of Bologna 
(Marsigli 3325). A brief look at the manuscript in spring 2006 convinced me of its 
relevance on this point, but unfortunately i did not have sufficient time to study the 
text carefully. 
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The following exceptions to my argument above need to be 
acknowledged: i) not every instance of the lexical pair dön di eydür is 
followed by an unequivocal "change of speakerlı20 ; ii) not every instance of 
change of speaker is preceded by döndi eydür. 21 In other words, it is NOT 

20 

21 

In the Faqr-name of 'Aşıq Paşa the poet twice introduces a speaker switch with a 
linebeginning "Döndi" foııowed by the new speaker's name. Both examples are 
similar to those cited at iv, v and vi and so do not directly bear on the use of the pair 
döndi eydür. See Agah Sırrı Levend, "'Aşıı< Paşa'nın bilinmiyen iki mesnevisi: Fal<r
name ve Va.sf-i h,al," TDAYB (1953), 205-55. The Iines in question are 118 and 130. 
Four of the 22 occurrences of döndi eydür are not foIlowed by a speaker switch. The 
foIlowing exchange iIlustrates this situation, where the phrase merely interrupts 
ongoing direct speech, no speaker switch being triggered by its presence: 

Yüsu! eydür: "Ya'qüb nebl oğlıyam. / Ceddü Lıl;aq hem İbrahlm 
OL kişi çün kim işitdi bu sözi / ah qddı, ağladı, göyündi özi. 
Eytdi: "Nişe demez-:idün sen bana? / İletürdüm seni atan anana." 
Döndi eydür: "01 seni şatanları / nen olurdı? Eyit bana anları. " 
Yüsu! eydür: "Gammazlıq işüm degüf / Gammaz olan kişiler eşüm degüı. " 

[Iines 394-98] = DO 27, lines 5-9 
i transiate the first three lines above as follows: 

Joseph: "I am the son of the Prophet Jacob. My grandfather was Isaac. i am from the 
family of Abraham." When, the merchant heard those words he let out a moan. He 
wept, he grieved. "Why didrı't you teli me! i would have sent you home immediately 
to your father and mother:'; 
The next line begins with döndi eydür, leading us to expect, by my analysis, a 
speaker change. What foIlows, however, İs elearly the last of the merchant's speech: 
"Who are the ones who sold you? What are they to you?" His words are then 
foIlowed by Joseph's reply: "That's none of my business--telIing tales. I'm no friend 
of people who telI tales." 
In the following extended passage between Joseph and Benjamin (here unnamed), 
there are two instances of speaker switch prompted by döndi eydür like those 
described above. There is also, at line 1118 (beginning "Eytdi") , an instance of 
speaker switch which is not indicated at all: the reader (Iistener) must infer the 
existence of the new speaker (now Joseph again) from context and content. 

Yüsıif eydür: "Nifedür babam hali? / Nice aldı ol benden ayrılalı?" 
Döndi eydür kim "Ne şorarszn anı? / Sen gideli yere qoymadı teni. 
"Eti teni zarflıqla eridi. / Gözi yaşı ırmaq oldı yondı. 
"OL nazeni gözleri görmez anun. / Gitdi l;ali süniiki dirmez anun. 
"Kendü dahı qavzanub !urmaz örii / diin ii gün ol seniin-içün qıgıru. 
"Yahud ol qız qardaşun Dunya Hatun / qzrq yddur ki giymedi bir ton bütün. 
Eytdi: "Qardaş, evlendün-mii eyt yine. / Oğlun qızun aldı-mı, adları ne?" 
Döndi eydiir: "Üç ağlı m var. Her birine / e/aline benzer [.} verdüm 
"Birine Qurd ad verdüm, birine Qanı, / birine dabJ Yüsu! dedüm anı." 

[IL. 1112-20] = OD 75, lines 5-13 

In English we have: 
Joseph: "How is my father? What has become of him sİnce we parted?" 
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text is indicated if and 
While some ofthese '-'A',-,'-'I-JU\.JH0 

may be V"'-IJAULU'-' .... 
"""rn",,",,,,,,,,,1- that a has 

the text ".JlULULA'- was 
inconsİstent. Sometimes the poet seems to on context alone to 

cue the reader/listener that there has been a change of If a second 
copy of the poem should some appear we might be able to 

make more definitive statements in this 

* * * * * 

have tried to show through the examples above that I:Iamza's use of 
döndi eydür22 requires a contextual understanding of the first verb in order to 

the subject of the second, an understanding somewhat different from 
what one might at fırst i hope it will also be agreed that I:Iamza is 

to have the verb dönmek in a situation which 
would have been casually misunderstood his audience--although it might 
today a scholarly editor23

. The phrase döndi eydür, it seems to me, must 
have been recognizable for what it signifıed by those who received I:Iamza's 
story. Who then constituted the audience for this poem? 

As i suggested at the outset, reading I:Iamza's "Yusuf' today we feel 
ourselves, palpabıy, İn the presence of an oral storyteller. The narrator 
repeatedly tells his audience to "Listen! ,,24. These imperative verbs may be 
viewed now as mere rhetorical device, perhaps overused, or as "fıller" in the 

22 

23 

24 

[Benjamin]: "What do you ıhink! Since you left he has not rested. He is ski n and 
bones with all his crying. His tears run like ariver from his eyes. His beautiful eyes 
no longer see. He İs faliing apaıi. There is no life left in him. He can't get ho Id of 
himself, he can hardly stand up. All because of his grief over you. it goes on dayand 
night. And your sister, Lady Dinah, she has not put on adecent gown for 40 years." 
[Joseph] : "Brother, teıı me, are you married? Do you have sons or daughters? What 
are theİr names?" [Benjamin]: "I have three sons. I've named each according to his 
behavior. The fırst i call'Woır, the second 'Blood'. And the third I call 'Joseph'." 
Or döndi ... söyledi when anamed new subject is introduced between the two verbs. 
Recai! examples ii, iii and iv above. 
Indeed, different from what the editor of the Varqa text presumes, as shown by her 
translation, above. 
Imperative forms of the two verbs meaning "to listenil (işitnzek and diFılemek) occur 
more than 50 times in Hamza's poem--on average once in every 30 lines. Such 
expressions (e.g., işit imdi, imdi di"Pile) are by no means uncommon İn the works of 
other poets of the time, but not, i think, with such frequency. 
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hands of a less than skilled poet groping for extra syllables to lengthen aline 
or correctly fııı a metrical foot. Still, the fact of the frequent repetition of this 
command form suggests an author who imagined himself in the presence of 
his audience. And as we read !:lamza's story today we easily imagine 
ourselves in the presence of the poet; we seem to hear his narrator speaking. 

Could !:lamza's "Destan" be an actual oral text, somehow recorded or 
transcribed and preserved for posterity? If by "oral" we mean something of 
the sort described by Milman Parry and Albert B. Lord, a story 
spontaneously composed in performance, the answer must certainly be "no". 
There are numerous factors which argue against an interpretation of that 
sort. 25 

And yet, everything about !:ıamza's poem, it seems to me, suggests "oral 
performance". !:lamza no doubt lived in a time when oral tale tellers 
(Şeyyad) were well known, men (presumably) who offered their "wares" in 
public performances, perhaps in exchange for remuneration. 26 Might it not 
be that !:lamza, whose penname (mabJaş) inc1udes the word "Şeyyad", was 
himself such a storyteller?27 

While we are unlikely to fınd an answer to that question we can probably 
agree that !:lamza would have been familiar with ("well versed" in) the 
language and style of such performers. That being the case should we be 
surprised if certaİn lexical and stylistic features from such a fundamentally 
oral tradition have persisted into this text--especially if the poet, its author 

25 

26 

27 

The compositional (mesnevi) form of Hamza's Destan argues decisively against its 
being part of an indigenous oral tradition in Turkish Anatolia. I;Iamza's inclusion of 
Qur'anic quotations and other Arabic phrases is further evidence for the same 
argument. Exactly how I;Iamza's text was com po sed and how it came to be written 
down are questions we are unlikely ever to find answers for. 

For the now classic description of the poem which is oralIy leamed, composed and 
transmitted, and which is built upon "formula" and "theme", see Lord's The Singer of 
Ta/es (Cambridge, 1960: Harvard University Press} or the augmented edition by 
Stephen Mitchell and Gregory Nagy which appeared in 2000. 
El2 ix, 409-10, "Shayyad" (G. Leiser) 
In advancing this idea i take issue with Milan Adamovic, who prefers to understand 
the word şeyyad in the sense of "dervish", a view now largely discredited. See his 
"Ein weiteres Gedicht von Şeyyad Hamza," Materialia Turdea ı 7 (1996), pp. 87-
ı 02. For details in support of my view see the preceding note. 

We may recall that the author of the above quoted "Varqa ve Gülşah" is none other 
than "Yüsuf-İ Meddah,"-- that is, "Storyteller Yusuf'. Smith, the editor and translator 
of that poem, takes it for granted (and without comment) that the poet's maf1/aş is not 
only a sobriquet but also his actua! vocation. (See page 4 of the work cited in n. 16, 
above.) 
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was a "story teller" hirnself. 
i propose that Şeyyad !:Iamza adopted, and adapted, the diction of 

conternporary story telling in his own creative refonnulation of the "Story of 
Yusuf', leaving for posterity a trace record afthat archaic st yle. 

In the story telling perfonnance of the meddah (or, presurnably, the 
Şeyyad), the sola perfonner played the several "parts" of his story, speaking 
in an anİrnated voice the rnany patches of dialogue where "lines" flow back 
and forth from one character to another. The perfonning staryteller, I 
suggest, assİsts his audience İn antidpating these changes of speaker (the 
"tumsit in the directian of the dialogue) with a verbal prompt, "döndi", 
perhaps reıninding himself at the same time to adapt his own intanatian to 
suit the register of the new speaker. 28 

We may see a parallel to this use of döndi in the language of the saz 
şairleri, as preserved in the popular narrative text s known as halk hikayeleri. 
In this perfonnance genre the storyteller (aşıkl"minstrel") altemates "prose" 
recitation with sporadic verse passages. In a typical perfonnance the mİnstrel 
signals the introduction of (sung) poetic speech with the word aldı ("s/he 
to ok [up the musical instrument]"), generally, but not always, followed by 
the speaker's name. At this point the teller/singer picks up his own saz to 
accompany hirnself in the role he is about to play. 29 As Karl Zimmer notes 
in the proposed parallel sİtuation involving döndi, the narrator at this point 
refers to himself İn the third person, merging the identity of the story 
character with his own. 30 

28 

29 

30 

The tradition of public meddar story telling/performance is treated extensively by 
Özdemir Nutku, Meddahıık ve Meddah Hikayeleri (Istanbul, 1976). For a more 
succinct overvİew see the same author's "Original Turkish Meddah Stories of the 
Eighteenth Century" in Ilhan Başgöz and Mark Glazer (ed.), Studies in Turkish 
Falklare (In Honor of Pertey N. Boratav) Indiana University Turkish Studies #1 
(Bloomington, 1978), pp. 166-83. In Nutku's full-length study (pp. 183-85) there is 
a short text which he describes as influenced by the Yusuf and Züleyha story. It bears 
little resemblance, however, to Hamza's story. One imagines that the storyteller may 
well have articulated the different parts, both male and female, with different voices, 
altered in pitch and tone. 
A good general İntroduction to the subject is stili Peıiev Naili Boratav, Halk 
Hikaye/eri ve Halk Hikayeciliği (Ankara, 1946). For a German translation by 
Wolfram Eberhard: TürlGische Valkserzahlungen und die Erzahlerkunst (Taipei, 
1975). Numerous texts and studies have appeared sİnce those volumes were 
published. See, for example, Ali Duymaz, Kerem ile Aslı Hikayesi (Ankara, 2001: 
Kültür Bakanlığı). 
Personal communication. 
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* * * * * 

In conclusion, I hope to have shown that !:Iamza's narrative poem 
preserves a feature of the presumed traditional style and diction of oral 
storytellers. 31 The third person singular past tense form of the verb dönmek 
offers a tantalizing hint of the direct influence of an oral performance 
tradition (now largely vanished) on an emerging new literature. If We still 
cannot pin down the identity of the poet Şeyyad !:Iamza, perhaps by seeing 
the signifıcance of the apparently innocuous "döndi" we may better 
appreciate the cultural milieu which helped shape his long poem. 

As would be expected, such features rarely appear in the working 
vocabulary of later generations of Ottoman poets. Whatever their exposure 
may have been to the world of the şeyyad/ meddal;, those poets were 
generally more concemed with creating an urbane Ottoman poetry to rival 
the better established models of Persian poetry than with continuing 
indigenous Turkish traditions generally seen as naive, coarse, and simple. 

Sophisticated, !:Iamza's "Destan" İs not. it is, however, an animated story, 
vividly and persuasively well told. it should be received today--listened to, 
preferably--in the spirit in which it was undoubtedly created: inspired by 
religious enthusiasın, intended for popular edification, and narrated in a style 
which would have been familiar to (and understood) by alı. it survİves as an 
exceptional example ofmedieval Turkish verbal art. 32 

31 

32 

i say "presumed traditional st yle and diction" because while the existence of a class 
(or even guild?) of şeyyiids and meddiifıs can hardly be questioned, the oldest 
surviving manuscript texts of meddiih story performances appear to date from the 
early 18th century, long after the time when either Şeyyad Hamza or Yüsuf-i 
Meddal'\ lived. No text specifıcally attributed to a şeyyiid has been preserved. 
i hope to publish a full translation of Hamza's poem in the near future, as well as a 
new, parallel edition of the text. i will discuss the re other aspects of :çIamza's poetic 
diction at greater length. it remains to clarify the relationship between :çIamza's story 
of J oseph and other early western Turkish versions of the same material, notably 
those of 'AlI, Sula Faqı and Qırımlı Mahmud, all equally obscure fıgures in the 
history of Turkish literature--and similarly understudied. 

Hamza's text no doubt has counterpaıis in other linguistic regions of the Muslim 
world. For one apparently comparable Arabic text see The Story of Joseph in Arabic 
Verse. The Leeds Arabic Manuscript 347, edited by R. Y. Ebied and M. J. L.Young = 
Supplement III to the Annual of Leeds University Oriental Society (Leiden, 1975: 
Brill). This should be read in conjunction with the review by A. F. L. Beeston, 
"Notes on a Middle-Arabic 'Joseph' Poem," BSOAS 40 (1977), pp. 287-296. 
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Addendum 
Several comments were made in response to the version of this 

paper, at the AOS meetings in Los One 
i have since not been able to corroborate with İts 

that döndi be a 
phrase. Responding to my more recent 
has pointed out that among oral poets he has worked with in Egypt asimilar 
10cutİon occurs, Vlathnaa wa which transIate as 'he turned 
and said.'" He notes that the phrase is archaİc and neither listeners 
[nor] poets ':Vere able to a clear of what the <athnaa> 
me ant. İmpression is that it is used when changing address to a 
different character. ii thanks to Prof. for his observatİons and 
for to from a personal '-'VJUHJlAU-'"HVUHVH. 

Julie Meisami notes that asimilar phrase is found İn some Persian texts: 
"bar gasht u guft" ("he turned around [lit.] and in the sense of "he 
responded" or "he repHed". In her ifs a formula used to fııı 
in ınetrical space". 

Similarity in usage on this point in all three language s seems implausibly 
coincidental. it would seem a worthwhile research topic to investigate 
possible influence in one direction or another. 

Berkeley, 2008 
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